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The Netherlands

17 million inhabitants
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Dutch ambition for open access

100% gold open access by 2020



Five OA segments
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openaccess.nl
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Focus on the biggest publishers because the top 8 
covers 70% of the market

C
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Number of publishers

8 biggest 
publishers

smaller
publishers

rest

70% 20% 10%

What VSNU is working on
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Know the facts about the worldwide publishing 
market
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Our approach: 

Big deals as a vehicle for open access negotiations

November 2014

Springer
Big deal: two years 
100% open access articles
Latest update: after one 
year's extension in 2017 
the big deal with 100% 
open access continues in 
2018 - 2021

July 2015

Sage

Partial agreement:
two years open access for 
20% of published articles
Big deal: with 100% open 
access 2017 - 2019 December 2015

Elsevier

Partial agreement:
three years open access 
for 10-20-30% of 
published articles
Extended for six months

February 2016

Wiley

Big deal:
four years 100% 
open access 
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Our approach: 

Big deals as a vehicle for open access negotiations

May 2016

American
Chemical
Society (ACS)

Big deal:
Five years 100% 
open access July 2016

Taylor & Francis

Big deal:
two years 100% open 
access articles
Latest update: Early 2018 
an agreement on the main 
issues was established, 
extending the current 
agreement for another 
three years

Oxford University 
Press (OUP) & 
Wolters Kluwer

Big deal: Big deal OUP including two-years 
100% open access articles; and a “green” 
open access agreement with WK

February 2018



4 success factors have proved key

1. Unique bargaining model: form one block

2. A powerful delegation to the negotiation

3. Clear mandate and hold to principles

4. Clear political support
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https://www.vsnu.nl/open-access-international-alignment-english/assets/overview-trends-oa-en.pdf


Conditions in the negotiations (1)

Establish, at the start of negotiations with 
the negotiating team, the essential 
conditions to be met in terms of:

✓ Governance 

✓ Infrastructure

✓ Conditions for publications

✓ Price conditions
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https://unsplash.com/photos/9cd8qOgeNIY


Conditions in the negotiations (2)
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The following publications together cover a wide range of conditions which we 
wish to consider when negotiating with existing and new publishers.
➢Go FAIR
➢ Liber 5 Principles
➢COPE, DOAJ, OASPA and WAME
➢ Principles for open scholarly infrastructures
➢The transition to open access
➢TOP guidelines
➢Declaration of Rights and Principles to Transform Scholarly Communication

Conditions for “transformative deals”:
➢The requirements for transformative open access agreements as published 

by JISC

➢The principles, guidelines and best practices for transformative agreements 
from ESAC

https://unsplash.com/photos/9cd8qOgeNIY
https://www.go-fair.org/implementation-networks/how-to-become-an-implementation-network/rules-of-engagement/
https://libereurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Open-Access-5-Principles-Statement.pdf
https://oaspa.org/principles-of-transparency-and-best-practice-in-scholarly-publishing-3/
https://cameronneylon.net/blog/principles-for-open-scholarly-infrastructures/
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d58ca7_fa3646281e7c4784b66d91564ac846c7.pdf
https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/
https://senate.universityofcalifornia.edu/_files/committees/ucolasc/scholcommprinciples-20180425.pdf
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/Transformative-OA-Reqs/&c=E,1,9vvxFe6wfd_8VzORGXQ6jubGh3x64PnTeY40sCSXG-3idLdWPP4EoDIKIyMFh4-uz73YEKGeGzu9gb41HYx3buslUmUre9tL1LpwEgLPgZe8nDwVNRqlhg,,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http://esac-initiative.org/guidelines/&c=E,1,rTgD4xNrslEIpueSPJSfb5G3Y46hIWh4s6pePo4-agMZCeZJrbqAzh3xzsCuCU_szGOBKPT_Vq4fz2RlVD5lr0GT7JSrBzonxsvNhyb9GFd3JVRHabsvJuI,&typo=1
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“As laid down in the in 2018 signed sector agreement on higher education, 
our aim is to have the details of these type of contracts to be made public.
This is a matter close to our hearts, as it concerns the use of public funds. 

We are glad that these publishers have contributed to this.”
-Tim van der Hagen-

News item: Contracts Springer Nature and Taylor & Francis published (7-2018)
Update: All our contracts have now been published on openaccess.nl and at the ESAC registry

Photos: Ed van Rijswijk

https://vsnu.nl/en_GB/news-items.html/nieuwsbericht/416-contracten-springer-nature-en-taylor-francis-gepubliceerd
https://www.openaccess.nl/en/in-the-netherlands/publisher-deals#row
https://esac-initiative.org/about/transformative-agreements/
https://edvanrijswijk.nl/
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Open access needs to move worldwide (1)

Plan S
Plan S was launched in September 

2018 with the aim of accelerating the 
transition to open access.

A critical mass of international 
partners is needed in order to 
achieve the desired disruptive effect 
on a global scale and ensure that the 
Netherlands is not alone.

Illustration: Tigges

https://www.scienceeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Plan_S.pdf
http://www.tigges.nl/
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Open access needs to move worldwide (2)

Currently with EUA the VSNU co-finances 
in a study on Read & Publish agreements 

Coordination and exchange of 
information relevant for the negotiations 
take place amongst others via OA2020,
ESAC and EUA working groups.

Illustration: Tigges

https://eua.eu/downloads/content/rp%20study_ppt%20summary.pdf
https://oa2020.org/
https://esac-initiative.org/
https://eua.eu/
http://www.tigges.nl/
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You share we take care

In March 2019 the 
Rectores from the 
Dutch universities 
took the initiative to 
deposit their 
publications through 
their universities, 
thereby hoping that 
many researchers 
will follow suit
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Open Access publications per publisher (2018)

The graph shows all publishers deals so far and is a total overview of more than 
9,000 journals in which corresponding authors from Dutch universities and UMCs 
can publish free or with a discount in open access.
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More than just journal articles

The number of scientific publications and the relationship between professional 
publications and popular publications varies considerably from discipline to discipline.

The diversity of publication types is significantly greater in Arts & Humanities and Social 
sciences than in Life sciences & Biomedicine and Physical sciences & Technology. 

Underlying study and data can be found on Zenodo as per 24 April 2019.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2643360
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2643367


Examine how alternative publication platforms could 
contribute to accelerating the transition to open 
access.

SciPost ScholarlyHub Wellcome Open Research 
Gates Open Research FOAA OpenAire
University Journals ..

For reference: DIY OA Journal Publishing Platforms Data sheet. 
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Alternative publication platforms

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AV5irYjYV3lEK6UqTmipur4T2Tgna2QicJWyG5eqwF8/edit#gid=0


LOOKING FORWARD
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VSNU will continue their efforts in order to 
improve science and ensure that research is 

made openly available to all –
permanently and affordably. 

Open access trend overview

Illustration: VSNU

https://www.vsnu.nl/open-access-international-alignment-english/assets/overview-trends-oa-en.pdf
https://www.vsnu.nl/open-access-international-alignment-english/assets/overview-trends-oa-en.pdf


More information?

• Read our E-zines on International Alignment
and Roadmap Open Access 2018-2020

• Go to www.vsnu.nl/en_GB/openaccess-eng.html

• Sign up for our Open Access newsletter

• Contact us!
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Please feel free to share and re-use this presentation. As far as 
we are aware the illustrations used carry the same license.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

https://www.vsnu.nl/open-access-international-alignment-english/index.html
http://www.vsnu.nl/Roadmap-open-access-2018-2020-English/
https://www.vsnu.nl/en_GB/openaccess-eng.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
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Thank you for your attention!


